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Foreword

The staff of the Arkansas Poetry in the Schools Program is proud
to present the 1984 edition of our annual anthology of work collected
on eighty-two visits to schools all over the state.
Poetry is a means of seeing and knowing:
Butterfly
The air is like a butterfly
With frail blue wings.
The happy earth looks at the sky
And sings.
--Carlus Perry, Richland Elementary

Whether writing about common objects or imaginary lands, fishing or
traveling in outer space, the students we have had the pleasure of
working with have joined us in approaching language as an adventure, and
poetry as the formula to the magic of words.

We have taught them and learned

from them in return.
We would like to thank the teachers and administrators
us to meet their students and for making us feel welcome.

for allowing
We also wish to

thank the Arkansas Arts Council; Dr . Don Ousterhout, Director of Research and
Sponsered Programs, and his assistant, Dr. John Stokes.

Mr. David Paul

of Research Accounting; and Dr. Kinnamon and the secretarial staff of the
English Department.
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Alma Middle School
The Lady in the River
The river is a chanting lady, The stones are
the instruments. The fish are the musicians.
The plants are the audience, The rain is the
After the drought the lady dies and sings no
But when the rain comes again the lady lives
but she will die in the next drought just to
again when the rain comes,

air.
more.
to sing
be born

--David Allen
Monster's House of Terror
It was a dark droopy night, and in the misty night
stood a dark tall black house. Coming from the house was a
smell that smelled like black spiders boiling cranberry sauce,
At 12 o'clock every night the house would change shape. No one
knew what was wrong except I. I knew it was the
house of evil where ghosts and spiders ate supper.
In the day time I lived there.
--Keith Hatly
Frog Lips
I once had this frog, His
lips were very big. So ~ put
him in a frypan and watched him
dance a jig, He jumped out on the
floor, was chasing me around
and when he caught me he knocked
me to the ground. His lips were
swelling bigger, and then let out
a hiss, and when I looked him in the
eye, he gave me a little kiss.
--Mark Langley
Hamburger
On the Planet Hamburger
People flew around in French Fries
With Ketchup
As their makeup
Silly songs such as Greasy Big Mac
Their houses were Big Macs
If you were rich you had a Big Mac
with cheese
If not--you were plain--like me.
--Julie Smith
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Alma Middle School, cont.
I'm an Airplane
I'm an airplane
that flies high, high
above the clouds
I like to land and take off
I have lots of friends
at the airport
When people crawl
Inside me, it tickles
I like being an airplane.
--Jamie Smith
A Missile
I would hate to be a missile.
I would get shot
out of the sky.
When I hit
the earth
I would blow up
and have a big headache.
--Russell Johser
Shining and Glittering
A sword is like glitter
A lake is like a mirror
A star is like a cat eye
--Samuel Morse

Dinosaurs
Dinosaurs are like
tall mountains.
And the sound of their feet
is like the huge roar
of the ocean.
Their mouths like giant
caves
And their eyes are like
huge gleaming stars.

Strange night
One night at midnight
My sister floated out
the door towards cars.
--Keith Millsap

--Jamie Smith
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Arkansas City Elementary

What 1 1m Thinking Of
This is a stripe on a flag blowing
through the march winds . It is a short,
skinny man dancing as he works . It
feels like a soft, plump feather pillow
lying on a bed, It is a can of Coke
ready to be used , It smells like dust
on the Sahara desert in the dry hot
summer. It looks like a bar on
a bicycle fleeing through the air.
--Michael Shepherd
What Was In My Pocket
A purple hal that rolled to McGhee
yesterday in hot weather.
A bottle of perfume that is yellow
that smells like roses that spilled.
I have a dollar bill in my pocket,
--Lea Hogg
My Planet
it is stars in space
I saw a planeted ice cream
I went in a space ship
and it was gravity
and a boat of dirt.
--Victor Webster
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Atkins Jr. High

Dolphin
I glide through the water
like a speeding arrow.
Dodging ships like they're sitting still,
I am carefree and can play all day
In the wide open space of the ocean.
--Donny Pearman

Swan
Who is it that floats like a leaf on the pond?
Where will it go when the moon is gone?
When will it come up on the lawn?
Why doesn't it play with the other ones there?
--Melissa Taylor

Poem
I am a chameleon
who lives under a rock
at night~ in the desert
when someone is coming
I turn
brown~ just like the
ground.
--Amanda Young
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Bentonville Alternative School

Tidal Wave
Between the high wind of the night
and the swaying of the trees
the moon is full,
Cold chills go up my spine .
The dreary night crushes until dawn
and the long day awaits ,
I feel as though I have
blistered lips,
battered and dragging feet;
a terrible growing feeling
has been locked up
behind my screaming and yelling,
-~Jenny

Townsend

Untitled
I have a 2 block long
limo. waiting out side for
me, Being rich is a pain
in the neck!
Lets see where will I
go tonight,
I think I'll have my
driver take me to Broadway to a new premier
play,
Tonight I'll wear my
new dress that I got from
Sax 5th, Avenue and maybe
I'll wear my new diamond
necklace that has a thousand
diamonds in it, But who
knows maybe I won't go,
I think I'll just stay
at home tonight and
soak in a luxurious tub
of hot steaming water
and read a good Romance
book.
~~Bronwyn

Gates
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Bono Elementary School

Rollerskating
Sometimes when we get bored,
we often go skating,
I often get too fast, and fall,
When you get there, it sounds
like nickels falling on the floor.
--Aimee McDermott

World of a Circuit
It looked like a wonderland,
It felt like fuzzy light.
It tasted like blistering light.
It smelled like sulphur.
I met a circuit who
Showed me the way to
A place where everyone
Stayed. A weird place with
A slow pace.
~-Chip

Wilson

Lost
Like stumbling through a jungle
With thousands of huge animals
watching me.
I stumble up on a very huge,
round animal.
I felt as though I was lost
and could not get home.
The damp air tasted like
dust gathering on my tongue.
--Paul Bobbitt
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Bragg Elementary School

Heights
My fear runs like a wild
scared horse,
like roaches in a roach motel
like a three inch needle
going into your skin
my fear is heights
tall buildings, ladders
fear in my stomach
gray, like a rock
about as big as a man's
fist, it's there to stay,
--Shannon Baker
The Glass Ball
The rain felt like the tears of a man,
a man who has lost his lover . It was cold like
a stone under new fallen snow , I let a
sigh of relief when I saw a store. When I got
to the store it was warm like summer heat.
I saw an elderly woman, a woman with folds
in her skin like folds in a love note, I smelled an
odor like I've never smelled before . The woman motioned
me to her with her cold clammy hands. She reached
in her deep pockets and gave me an object. It was
clear like a window but round like the world .
If you lived in it you would see wonders. But you
can see that already, It made the sound of voices.
--Michael S.
The Black Egg
Black as the universe dark as
the moon smells like a junkyard
shoe living in it is like the Black
hole itself small as an egg big as
an eye,
--Michael A.
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Butterfield Elementary
I'm so cool
Whenever I walk hot rod chicks start to talk
I'm so cool
When I ride my bike the dogs take a hike
I'm so cool
When I breathe the ground breathes back at me
I 1 m so cool
When I eat a sucker everyone puckers
I'm so cool
When I go swimming the pool boils
I'm so cool
When I ride the bus I get a seat to myself
I'm so cool
I'm so cool cause I don't lie
C,J, is awesome
cool daddy
--Steven Ridley
Russell Stroud
Joel Y.
Jeremy Allen

Anon.
Kristi Bowerman
Leena
C.J. Vickers

I'm writing this poem from inside a map,
I hear ice glaciers smacking here and there
I smell good air. I got in here
when I was looking too close at Florida and fell
in Tampa Bay and now I 1m floating away,
--Ami Spivey

When I was little I had a
turtle and he got real big,
One day he ate my mom.
Then we put it in a huge
box & kept it in
the kitchen. When we walked
by we would yell at it. And
we took him whereever we went.
-~Heather
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Knowles

Central Intermediate
Dumb dogs dug down the dungeon's
door.
Sing the sorrow song in sadness.
Chase the crumpy cat in the
Crooked Cage.
--Demetrius Horner
A dragon feels like a fish
looks like a dinosaur
smells like fire
and tastes hot
--Scott Laudner
Rules for a Poet
l, Life is nothing. People, people, people, I'll
go to the moon. One noisy day too
much, It's noisy on the moon; I'd rather
stay here for awhile. The
next thing I knew a pencil sharpener
was chasing after my tail and I golfed myself back to Earth. I landed
on Earth and I said, ''Old U, S, ofA.,
you, I love people. By the cat.
--Fred Mitchell
Dreams
Once I dreamed the
stars were so big that
you could hardly see
the moon, The stars were
getting bigger and bigger.
They just kept falling
to the ground, The bigger
the stars got, the smaller
you could see the moon,
It will get morning
pretty soon.

Me

I used to be a pile of leaves
but now I 1 m scattered all over.
Being a pile of leaves is harmful,
having people tramp all over me, and
winds blowing me place to place never
knowing where I am. "Crunch,
crunch, crunch," people walking all
over me.

--Lee Nelson

--Cynthia Burks
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Central Junior High

Squirrel
Squirrels have bushy tails,
Question one if you don't believe me.
Usually squirrels are red or brown.
I like to go hiking and watch them.
Red squirrels jump from tree to tree as nimble as
little spider monkeys,
Red squirrel meat has a sweet-nut meat taste.
Everyone should try some but ••.
Leave some for me.
--Ashley Glenn Keaton
I see mounds of gold,
It's real shiny and slippery.
When I open the door
the gold rattles a lot,
I tasted it
and some of it was chocolate
covered with gold dust,
--Leigh Ann Croft
Lace
I am worn on blouses
l am sometimes on cards
I live in different places
People handle me to see how soft I am
Sometimes it is terrible to be lace,
--Michelle Landrum
I am the dance and what respect they have
Stomping all over me and my beautiful shined floor
And all that loud and awful music
People jumping and jumping all over me
People in love and kissing in the dark corners
And hoping a teacher won't break them up
--Gene Nicholas

~0

City Heights Elementary

Writing
Writing looks like bunches and bunches
of weird lines put together
to make words,
It's squiggly and twisted fingers
that lay there sitting there
doing nothing,
Your pencil is like a stick
with a rock that can point to things.
Your paper is a person lying down.
--Jason Marquis
My Fist
My fist looks like four valleys
with four mountains right behind
and my thumb looks like a house
in front of the valleys, But it
smells like a hand would smell,
and sounds like a whip when it hits ,
But when it unfolds
the mountains sink and the house
is behind the valleys.
--Roy Blackburn
How To Eat A Poem
No forks needed,
Pick it up.
Eat it with your fingers .
Don't be shy,
Just pick i t up.
Wash it down with words.
If you spill it, don't worry,
it disappears.
If you get too messy, no problem,
Put what you have left back in the book,
save it for later,
If you eat it all, throw away the binding .
--Joey Bryant
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Coal Hill
How To Take a Vacation
First you stuff your car with every odd and end,
then you drive a thousand miles.
By the time you unload your junk,
you have time to look at the view a minute,
then you load the car again,
and keep saying you had a good time,
then you drive back one thousand miles.
--Sharon North
The Embarrassed Flamingo
I am a flamingo with pink fluffy feathers.
I am sitting here chained up like a dog.
When people walk by on the way to the pool,
they often look at the way I am sitting.
I feel so embarrassed,
they think I'm a deformed bird with legs bent the wrong way.
-~Danny

Nichols

Postman in an Oil Field
My bag hangs heavily on my shoulder.
The atmosphere is hot and dry.
The land stretches out flat to the east,
to the west, to the north, and to the south.
There are huge giants standing around me:
some are noisily working,
their massive heads rise up,
then fall, rise up, then fall again.
The others are quietly sleeping.
--Sharon North
The Wind Blows
I was fishing; the wind blows.
The wind blows so hard I can barely stand up.
My suit when I fell got muddy.
I didn't know the way out of the woods.
The wind blows so hard it spins me all around.
When I stop I'm dizzy.
I finally get home,
The wind blows.
--Rhonda Morrison
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Conway Middle School
Murder on the Empire State Building
Angie and Laura two of my
friends who are twelve
years old were with me in New
York City. We climbed the
Empire State Building.
A man in a black cape who
looked like a murderer was singing
the Total Eclipse of the Heart
and drinking a Dr. Pepper. It is 10:00
P.M. and quite dark. Laura walked
by him and the murderer
threw her off the top. Me and
Angie screamed and ran.
Laura didn't die. She landed
on her feet and we went home,
--Stacy Harrell

The Creature On The Moon
Three astronauts were on the moon,
It was the month of May,
And flowers were blooming.
The astronauts heard music,
Then they saw a pink creature
Who was playing the flute,
The four introduced themselves,
And the creature asked them
To come and eat pizza and
Drink mello yello with him.
They got to the creature's
House and the pizza had burned
So they had to settle for
Hamburgers.

The Doorknob Chase
--Dorothy Reynolds
There was a factory that I visited once,
It made doorknobs,
Every 5 feet there was another doorknob,
I got lost!
I started getting worried and started bashing
down doors
Finally I was outside
Doorknobs started chasing me
They could go very fast
One caught me and I yelled
Another doorknob got caught in a tree
The Archeologist
Its knob started turning and opened
Once lived and archeologist,
up the tree
Digging for artifacts with his fist,
It led to a land of doorknobs
It was slow and quite painful,
All the doorknobs went inside the tree
He yelled, so painful,
Then the tree closed up •..
He grabbed a sledgehammer,
And was taken to the slammer,
--Bryan Strand
He destroyed the cave,
And the poor dinosaur's grave.
--Adrian James
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Corning High

Pig
Pig Piggy porked around,
Looking for an old apple core
In the slime around the feed trough,
Shoveling his large pushy snout
Under, over, and through the piles of slop,
As the years progressed, he became
An exceptionally large and lazy pig,
Contemplating the mysteries of the world.
He pondered perplexedly on each point
Of his pig-pen life.
--Eddie Landreth
Octopus
Under the water,
Forty feet below 1
Hiding in the reef
In a hollowed out hole,
Waiting in silence,
Stalking his prey,
Here come his legs,
Watch out for the spray!
--Roger Smith
Get The Point?
A porcupine in sewing school
Showed up the teacher's best,
Because his needles were so many
He could sew more than the rest,
But one morning while showing off
He sewed a sock around himself,
There he stayed for days and days.
He died of acute starvation.
--Kevin Wooldridge
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Cotton Plant Elementary
Sound
Bombastic as a bird,
Elastic as a word.
They all can compare to sounds.
Whereever you are.
In the sky or on the ground.
Whenever you're around .
Nothing can compare to that
beautiful sound of your singing,
--John David Roland
The Horses of the Sea
The horses of the sea
near a foaming crest,
but the horses of the land
serve us the best.
The horses of the land
munch corn and clover,
while the foaming
seahorses
toss and turn over.
--Amanda Finch
My Moon
My moon shines bright.
It helps me see everything in sight.
It helps me every night, It makes
things right because it shows a beautiful
light.
--Shervin Bunch
Colors and Sounds
Keys sound like blue and silver
Pine cones brown and orange.
A whistle sounds white and gray.
A trash can black and brown
books sound loud .
--Yolanda Real
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Crawfordsville Elementary and Middle Schools
2

Number 2 1 s head is curved in like
a round circle.
Its chest is flattened back like a
string.
Its legs are straight and his back is
curved back. It looks like a half
made D.
--Teria Robinson

Untitled
When I eat with a spoon
I pick up the moon.
When I have a fork
I look for a cork.

8

Number 8 is round like a balloon.
Its body is like a curving racetrack.
Number 8 has a hat on.
--Teria Robinson

I pulled up a weed
And a bird was freed.
--LaNesha Ingram

Untitled
If the Sun Comes
My skin feels like cold leat~er.
Deep down in me, I feel like crying,
And the room is very black,
I feel so funny when I'm
away.
The music feels like it is
really sad,
And the people sing sounds
like French.
And I would miss her talking,
And my head feels like cold fur,
And I miss my brothers and
sisters.
--Tiowatha Wiley

If the sun comes,
How do we greet him.
He's yellow do I suppose to
change.
I'll dress up like a banana,
And then I will be yellow too,
But then I will be unhappy,
What do I do,
I guess be myself,
I'm in China,
I don't suppose to be black,
I guess I'll be a yellow
sack, then I will be happy.
If the sun comes ,
That's what I'll do.
--Barbara Johnson
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Daniel Middle School
The Fox and His Crimes
The fox has been to the police station many times,
Because he has committed several crimes.
Stealing food, harming others;
Damaging land, killing brothers.
The police officer said in dismay,
"What other laws have you broken today?"
The fox said, "Why do you look at me that way?"
"I have just come to look around,
and see you about some faults I have found."
So the fox finally turned himself in,
But he said, "Someday I will try again."
--Dan Thomas
Never Trust a Harmless Firefly
While sitting on the porch
One dark, gloomy night,
I saw something flying,
It was a little light.
It sat down right beside me,
And with a hungry grin,
Said I'm going to have a human
For supper once again.
It started coming at me,
As larger it became,
And when the firefly hit me,
I came back with the same.
I grabbed my 30-30,
And with a loud repeat,
The bullet knocked the firefly down to its knees.
And with one final shot
And a few harsh words I said,
I saw the firefly laying on the porch
And he was dead.
--Jason Carter
Acrostic
Nice things
And
Terribly fierce things
Under the moon light
Run about
Everywhere during the night.
--Candi Parker
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Dewitt High School

Red Cape
They wave the red cape in
front of me. I await in the arena.
The crowd is cheering. I must
not let them down. I must put
on a good show. I am going to
charge. I push forward with
artificial bravery.
UH! The sword pierces the
hide of my neck. I lay down to
sleep.
No! I refuse to give up.
I open my eyes. My mother is by
my side. My tonsils are out, the
operation is over.
--Dikina LaCotts
Four Aces
In a smoke~filled saloon, several cowboys
are huddled around a table. Sam is at the
piano. The smell of whiskey fills the air.
Cigars burn a yellow glow as each man
looks at another. The old oak table has
seen many games of five card stud. Red
and white chips lay scattered in front of
each man. The Texan with the gray, ten
gallon hat rubs his whiskered chin and
wonders how he could have possibly
drawn his hand, Four aces stare up at
him. He knows the other fellows
will suspect foul play. How could this
have happened? Can a fight be avoided?
As he lays down his cards and looks
into the eyes of his opponents his questions
are answered. Bang.
--Melissa Patterson

~8

Elkins High School

A Store After Closing Hour
A store is as big as five semi-trucks
put side by side, with a great big
white door at the very front.
The store had great big shelves with
different things all over the floor.
The store smelled like a doctor's office.
It sounded as if it was a radio with
music playing so soft and sweet.
It looked as though it was cleaned
every single day. It sparkled and
shined like the interstate building.
This store was very big, but it
shined and sparkled like the
crystal sea.
~-Sheila

rartain

The Dude
He comes on his Yamaha 250,
And Oh! does he look nifty
With his Levi SOl's on his legs
and Nike shoes with a gracefully
tailored Oxford button-down on his shoulders.
His only purpose on this journey
Is to say to one certa~n person:
"Fill it with regular, please,"
--Mark Mashburn

Silence
Silence is unspokenly,
It's wonderful and peacefully,
It creeps through the night,
It creeps through the day,
It fills me with fright,
Even today.
--Dawn Will,is
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Elmdale Elementary
The Refrigerator
One morning I woke up
And heard lots of noise.
It sounded like some voices,
But not like girls or boys.
I went into
Then opened
Out marched
Eggs, milk,

the
the
the
and

kitchen,
refrigerator door.
pickles,
more.

I was laughing at the sight;
Then I was shocked in fright.
The refrigerator was walking away.
Goodbye, I said, Have a good day.
--Brook Sams
A Mouse
Running from cats,
Fleeing from dogs,
Wishing I wasn't so small and tiny.
Living in logs, sometimes in houses,
Hearing what always goes creak, creak, creak,
Exempted from the world,
because I'm tiny.
I am a mouse.
--Kevin Thompson
The Dragon
As I hatch from my egg
Growing tall as my mother,
Breathing air and fire,
Shaking my tail and flapping my wings,
And as scales slowly fall off my body,
And the horns on my head are growing each minute,
I search for my prey whenever
I feel like eating.
--Jimmy Roberts
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Emerson High School
Study Hall-Sword
As the clock struck 1:00
The windows of the study hall became blurry.
A slow, quiet and tranquil peace fell over the room.
Suddenly there were trees, flowers and acres and acres of sky.
My clothes were changed to armor and my
pencil was changed to a sword,
There were horses coming, the sound of a trumpet
The air became thick, the sun shined hot
Someone yelled
A bird chirped and someone coughed,
the window of the study hall was dirty
and the teacher was asleep.

--Jimmy Dale McWilliams
Pizza 3
Blast off: Up went the space shuttle in the sky
Down on earth the people waved goodbye
The astronauts were to face the unknown
They thought of the year they were to be alone
No more television, pizza or music
Made them both sick
There goes a shooting star & look the sun
The milky way passes and so does day one
Early they rose up the next morn
Out of the window they spot an ear of corn
Off in the distance a figure appeared
lt got bigger & bigger as it neared
A pizza planet went by in a flash
The shuttle turned around and crashed
At last: A pizza a long awaited treasure
The look on their faces was of nothing but pleasure
They 1 s found themselves a large gold mine
The first astronaut ate six the second ate nine,
-~Angie

Ward

The fisherman
Down by the creek
Where the crawfish live
There it was fishing
It didn't use a pole
Or a net
Just used his paws
It had a mask and black gloves
It was a racoon
~-Ronnie

Watson
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Fairview Intermediate
My Wish Sheet
I wish we had a pool with
a bubble in Blytheville.
I wish we had a two-hour
lunch break on a pie hill.
I wish we had a mansion
that I could play atari in.
I wish our family had
a house that was shaped like a mouse.
I wish I could be small
and never be tall.
--Angie Womack
If a Rat Was a Shoe
If a rat was a shoe,
people would wear rats.
A shoe would be caught
and put into a cage;
when a shoe came by
people would scream.
But rats would not scare them.
Scientists would do experiments
on shoes. While people were wearing rats,
--Deanna Stalcup
The Sea
The sea is like a hand that pushes
the sail boats.
The sea is like a king that doesn't wear
its crown.
The sea is like a man who doesn't have any hands,
The sea is like a tree that doesn't
have any leaves,
The sea is like a chair that holds
the yachts in place,
--Rickey Hill
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Fairview High School
Whining and diffuse,
beginning out slow.
Around the curve,
Speed builds
Strobing lights are behind,
a rearview mirror shows.
Octagon shape implies
Stop, wait! Intersection ahead,
A clash, a complicated mess.
Inevitable blue uniforms
approach.
Call my lawyer,
--Rex Met
Mission Dristan
The clear chemical liquid
fills the dark cave,

Bulletin Board
Looked at
Poked at
Leaned on
Covered up.

Burning, breaking open, pathways
expanding
Sucking the life-giving oxygen from
the air

- .... Jane Holcomb
The warfare is over.
Mission Dristan complete.
--Harold Powell
Burning skin of onions
Ripping apart heads of lettuce
Smashing, scalding
Piercing the eyes of potatoes
Torturing whole families of vegetables
Cutting, killing
Floods, fire all ending in
, •. soup.
--Robert San Juan
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Farmington High School
Monday Morning in Fayetteville
The overpass opens into Fayetteville
Like a great, endless cavity.
Wal-Mart on one side
An almost dead shopping center
On the other.
On Dickson Street
The third-hand bookstores
Have opened
And the bakery is scattering fresh-baked aromas
Towards the shops next door.
Evelyn Hills
Seems quiet after yet another weekend
Of showing off cars
And eating hamburger pizzas
At ShowBiz.
Way out at the Mall
The fountains have been shut off
To be cleaned.
Through the soap you can see
Shiny, scattered pennies.
--Marion Davis
Shell
It has the look of dawn in the Spring; pretty with rainbows
It is rough on the outside
with soft resiliant babyskin on the inside.
If you wanted to taste it
it would be salty
It smells fresh, like it has just rained
crisp, clear, clean,
It sounds like a train
rushing against the wind.
--Brittany Goddard
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Fayetteville High School
Babbling to each other
Along the creek.
Biting each other
On the feet.
Onto the rocks they jump,
Night falls, and they go to sleep.
--Brenda Grimes
Doe and buck
Ever silent as falling snowflakes in the
Evergreen glade,
Running swiftly from danger.
--Traci Hulse
Weeping branches by the flowery creek,
I have never seen you
Listen to the hushed wind, or
Look as the hummingbird hovered,
Only you can see me,
Weeping branches by the flowery creek.
--Group Poem
As I sit alone by the white sandy shore,
I listen to the white sea-foamed waves
Smacking against the ocean rocks.
The playful seagulls sing their songs,
And the tiny white snail creeps slowly
To their destined home.
Big Mr. Crab seeks his next meal,
And the five-fingered starfish
Just enjoys his lazy day.
--Shawn Irvin
Call me unfeeling
Or maybe too strange,
My screen displays "error" so
Plug in the range
Under hot microwaves
The terminal fries.
Every bit of sanity
Returns like lost flies.
--Matt Wenger
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Fayetteville

H~gh

West

Letter to Ann Landers
Dear Ann . I have a very small problem.
It's my tongue. See, I am a lizard who catches flies.
My tongue is too short .
I ' m about to starve to death .
All my friends call me Short Tongue.
They make fun of me.
I ' m really going crazy.
I need your help and experience on this one, Ann!
Please help!
Dear Short. You have a very unusual problem.
There is only one real good thing to do.
Become a vegetarian .
Then when you were around your friends,
You could put an extension on your tongue.
Your Friend, Ann.
~-Larry

Fultz

The "68'' R/T Charger
It was maroon with
darkened windows . The hood
scoop seemed to reach for the
sky. It had centerline racing
wheels. When the car left a
scream nothing but smoke
from the tires was seen.
--Daniel Barnes

Tne Buck
The old buck stands against the black
trees of dawn,
--Jeff Kinsman
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Gentry Elementary

Under the black oak tree
Near the rushing stream
In a field full of flowers
Carrying a fairy
On its back
Running and running
Never to return
--Group Poem

Every one of them
Are in the wind
Gliding and flying
Low to the ground
Every one of them
Soars
--Group Poem

Pat doesn't like them
In the front yard in the
Garbage, rooting with their
Snouts
--Anon,

Digging in the mud
Under the stream bank
Crossing the road
Killing the frogs
Shrilly singing
-.-Anon,
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G~ntry ~~ddl~ Schoo~

Friday
Friday smells like the sun
beating down on your head in
a moist jungle,
Friday feels like a piece of silk
flowing in the wind,
Friday looks like a cloud
following the sun in the morning.
Friday tastes like icecream
when you just licked it off
your shirt.
Friday sounds like a plane
flying over your head.
-~N,W.

Arithmetic
Arithmetic sounds like the name of a
watch.
Arithmetic looks like a bunch of
numbers crumbled up.
Arithmetic tastes like green eggs
and blue toast,
Arithmetic sounds like a teacher's
deep voice roaming the class
room,
'

'

~-Andy

Holasek

Slow-.}1otion
Slow-motion smells like a newborn
Christmas tree. It feels like a
comb streaking up your back. It can
look like a whale about to dive into
the water. Slow-motion tastes like
peaches and cream about to be eaten.
Slow-motion sounds like trees swaying in
the brisk wind,
--Tara Shumaker
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Gillett High School
The Resemblance
A girl looks out a window.
And sees raindrop and gray skies
She sees a similarity between
The gray in her face and tears in her eyes.
She wished for a break in the storm;
a bit of the sun.
Then~-no tears and no gray~
Just happiness.
~-Jo

Ann Gordon

Nature
As I sit all alone
Looking out my window
I watch the sun slowly creep above
the tall swaying trees
seeing the birds flying gracefully
through the orange sky
and hearing them sing their lovely
lullabies
As I sit all alone
Looking out my window
I hear the echoes of the horses neighing
As I watch them running and playing
along the hillside
The wind steadily seeping through
their manes
As I sit all alone
Looking out my window
I see the cows eating along the green
paths of clover and rabbits sneaking
nervously across the pasture
I think of how neat it would be to join
and be one of them.
~~Tracy

English

At Sundown
The bright sun sinks behind mountains
The sky turns from bright blue to orange
The day has turned to night
The street is empty
I settled in the house
I waited for another day.
--Stephanie Neeley
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Greenland Elementary
A Fish of God
I am a fish.
I am where no other animal can stand.
My mind is of the Statue of Liberty.
My life is of sweet flowers.
Although I am mortal, my spirit lives
Forever, for I swim in the land of God.
--Amanda Glenn
The Elephant in My Mind
The Church in the Forest
I see a church with a steeple
So tall you can climb
For ten minutes and not
Reach the top, The church is
Surrounded with grass very thick,
Its windows are colored with red stars
And blue doves.
There are seven steps to the door.
They are glass with red roses
In the middle. I can see a path
Made with rocks, and a gate as black
As the outer world's sky,
Inside, the floor has white carpet
All the way to the Bible table.
The table is white as stars shining.
The benches' wood is varnished bright,
I sit myself down to sit in peace,

The elephant in my mind
is skating.
He is pink and purple pokedotted.
He stumbles slowly across the floor,
Like a giant earth quake.
He sometimes falls.
But he keeps on trying.
--Amy Clevinger

--Robin Rebecca Alexander
The Pokey-Dotted Poet
(a view of Roger Martens)
I see ~n my ~nd a yellow, black, purple and green man.
He tells poetry.
He does this in Greenland Elementary.
He tells such poems as ''Hello Nerd''.
He tells poems whose people twist their heads off.
His name is Roger.
He is a pokey-dotted Poet.
--Amanda Glenn
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Hampton

Ele~entar~

Rescue
The Moon
Bony cat
Scrabbling along
In the sleet
You need a child
To warm you.
I'll take you, cat,
Where it's dry,
and there's a can of milk.
I'll feed you, Bony.
We'll be friends.
No more hiding
Under cars.
No more crying
We'll be friends,
Bony Cat,
Scrabbling along
In the sleet.

Is the moon tired?
She looks
So pale
Within her
Misty Veil;
She scales the sky
from east
to west
and takes
no rest.
Moving over the
ocean and
over the dark sea
never stopping
until daylight be.
--Amie Harriey

- . . . Patric:l.a Mays

I am a Kite
I fly high in the sky.
I have a long tail.
I usually fly in March.
I am about to croak.
One day roy string broke,
and I flew away,
- .... Bruce Burton
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RoLman Elementary
Sometimes
Sometimes I wake up
Sometimes I put on my clothes
Sometimes I drink coffee
Sometimes I eat Breakfast
Sometimes I hit and hit my brothers
Sometimes I get mad and hit the
wall bam bam barn.
--Juanita Carlock
I am Afraid
I don't like the traffic

It moves too fast the traffic
it used to move slow the traffic
but now you can't ever get
across the street for the traffic
but I'm glad there's traffic
because it helps the town to
grow
--Jason Madar

I am afraid of
thunder.
And its big bang.
I am afraid of
snakes.
And their slimy body.
I am afraid of
dark.
And that's because my bed is
in front of my closet!
I am afraid of
me.
And my dreams.
--Jennifer Pearman

' '

Fog
I am afraid of fog
I am afraid that fog will come to your door
and grab you
I am afraid that when you're driving you will
have a wreck because of the fog
Fog is very dark you can hardly see through it
Fog will knock on your door and then
leave
It pretends like it is somebody
--Megan Kinsey
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Huttig Jr. High
The Land of Imaginations
The first thing when you get there
Are blue cows with purple spots
Eating grass. They say "Hello."
A car with a mouth, a horse
Combing its hair,
When I left, I took a souvenir.
--Lanetta Williams
I
I
I
I

am as tall as an ostrich.
am as sweet as a cocoanut pie.
have hair as dark as midnight.
am as bright as daylight.
--Alicia Young
Make Believe Land

The Great :Moose
Once I met an animal. He was
Tall with horns like a bull.
He ran through the woods
All day and night. If you're nice
To the Great Moose, you can roam freely.
Other mooses kill the animals,
But the Great Moose doesn't do
That kind of thing. He likes
People, deer, horses, dogs and pigs.
He is big. He is heavy.
--Larry Young
A Visit to Las Vegas
When I first saw Las Vegas,
I saw an expensive Motel with an
Army guard at the front door.
Then I saw a solid black limo.
The cab was shimmering with silver.
Every window was tinted,
Next I saw a huge Mansion
With a thousand gold windows.
I asked my mother when we could go back.
--Sedricks Jefferson
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In Make Believe Land
There's lots to see,
Like trees with
Candy bars & money trees, too.
With lots of friendly people,
They never argue or fuss.
They make wrong to right
& almost right to very right.
--Suzanne Chapman

Jefferson Elementary
How to Iron an Elephant
First put it on the floor
or else it will break
the ironing board.
Then say "Lie real flat,"
then roll over it
with your skates.
Make sure it is flat,
then iron it out,
then run over it
with a bull-dozer.
If that doesn't work,
then I don't know what to tell you.
--Jodi Brashears

Ronnie
Rocks plot an invasion
Onions turn into knives.
Nuts turn in dust
Nails run up and down the road.
Indian bones arise in the dark
Eels zing the air.
--Ronnie Graham

Chalk
There is a place
Inside my teacher's chalk ••.
I know for a fact
(cause I am \ of a centimeter tall)
The space in there
is a winter wonder land
All white and soft
And a little cold.
But the teacher went and dropped it.
Now ••• my wonder land is gone!
--Lia Berguist
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Kib~e~ Ele~enta~y

Never Say Ain't
Never say ain't
your mother will faint
your father will fall in
a bucket of paint your
brother will die and
your sister will cry and
your dog will call the FBI
--Deriek Abchere
In Ten Years
I am going to be nice.
I am going to baby sit.
I will be slim not fat.
I will not date but one
boy at a time. P.S. I hope.

I am a Horse
I am a horse. I have 4 legs.
I can smell the fresh air.
I can taste the fresh grass.
I can hear the men coming.
I can feel the children riding me.
I can see everything.
I live with my baby colts.
And I live with my master.
He trained me like other horses.
I am 10 years old.
My name is Presuse.
My three colts are cute.
They are three months old.

--Tammy Rice
--Michelle Abshea
Class Poem: Summer In Kibler
I like red sweet, tasty strawberries
I stepped on a green snake that said Ssssssss!
The black and yellow bee flies and stings
The big fish smells horrible
Swimming is fun at Spires Hole.
Name Poem
M is
A is
R is
K is

like
like
like
like

a mountain and a valley in between
a thumb with a band-aid on
E.T.
two bars that someone ran into.
--Mark Herring
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Lee Elementary
Addict
Ceaselessly he watched TV,
So she packed her bags to flee,
Marriage having lost its savor,
Yet he asked for one more favor,
Ere her hand was on the door:
"Since you're up, try Channel Four."
--Mike Caudle
Right behind him is
A cottontail. And a
Big fat body right
Before his little head there
Is two big eyes and
There is the nose,
Some are black and brown
--Teresa Geyer
Clearly I saw all the key and lights.
Operate me it said.
My sensors can be programmed.
Press the letters INPUT
Under my cover there are many microchips.
There are wires all in me.
Everywhere you look you will see wire and microchips.
~ight now they are all working.
--Brett Cummings

Meet me in the jungle
Out where no one will know
Nicely we can tell each other
Knowledge of our homes.
Entertain me if you give me
Your bananas.
--Kenny
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Lincoln High School

Poem 2
"Have naturally curly hair,"
the announcer says,
"with our perm."
"Have gorgeous, long, glamorous nails,"
the commercial offered,
"with our fiberglass glue-ons."

A ball bouncing-up and down
over and over
again and again
it's the same thing
it gets slower
and
slower
and lower
and
lower
It doesn't bounce anymore
it
rolls
away.

"Have pretty underarm odors,"
the bleached blonde supplied,
"with the manufactured junk
from the can."
God must have had a factory
that compressed beauty
into cans.
And, later, put it in stores
for them to sell to normal man.
--Laura McAdams

--Becky Bidwell
Before the Rodeo
Behind the chutes
Riggings and ropes hang on the fence.
The ground
Littered with paper cups and bandages
Horses and bulls stand
Quietly in the holding pens.
Cowboys get taped up and
Stretch out
The clown puts grease paint
On his face
Horses run into the chutes
The National Anthem comes
Over the speakers.

Dawn slides over the horizon,
the colors spreading, glowing,
pink, orange
lavender, blue.
Shadows become longer.
I blink the sun up,
a glowing ball flooding the
earth with gold.

--Gene Wiseman
--Kelly Sunderland
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Lucilia Wood Elementary
I will begin with the ragged pink of the stuffed animal
I got at the hospital on my birthday.
I will end with the dark sky with the bright stars
on the night I came home.
--Sherry Baxby
I will begin with the red of my bike.
Riding in the night
Wind blowing through my hair.
Leaning back on the seat
Pedalling fast as I can.
I will end with my bike
Stopping at my house.
--Marlon Gamble
I will begin with the brownness of my dog
I liked the way he would follow me to the bus stop
I would say you can't go this time
Then he would bark
I will end with the redness of his tongue
--Donald Hart
Mariposa looks like a fur coat
It sounds like a roaring tornado
It eats people
It lives in the jungle
--Tony Watson
The Mariposa is a red and yellow animal
that lives in Mexico.
It has feet like birds.
Its eyes are like lightbulbs.
Its hands are like the claws of a cat
and its head is a melon.
--Tammy Gimmerson
I will begin with a football artificial turf.
Running a football for a touchdown
On grass, soft, clear, and clean.
I will end with green.
--Tony Key
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Maddux Elementary
My Private Place
Part 1
There is a place where I can go
When I'm at home all alone
No one dares to come near
If they do
My dog chases them away from here
This place has only room for three
My dog, myself, and me
Part 2
The place I go is very nice
It smells ok
The yard is very small
But it's better than being around a lot of people
I can tell you that for a fact
--John Thomas
I remember when the sky was new.
After the rain.
I came outside to look for a rainbow,
I looked toward my left and right.
It was nowhere in sight.
I looked and I looked,
but still I couldn't find it.
It told me that the rain wasn't over.
This told me there was more to come,
--John Wood
Working in a Store
People coming in to buy groceries,
Hearing people say Hi.
Hearing all the noise,
Hearing all the comments.
Hearing secrets,
Hearing people greet each other.
--Shirley Chu
One day,
It was raining hulls from the sky,
And milk was on the table,
And mud splashed on the ground,
And the sky looked like tar.
--Phadra Newsom
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Magazine Elementary
Siberian Tiger III, the millionaire,
is at the drive-in movie in his Porsche.
He came alone
because he doesn't like to spend his money.
He is seeing the new rich man's movie, "Invasion of the Hobos."
It's about all of these hobos taking over Beverly Hills.
He is sitting there, hungry as can be.
He says he wants buttered popcorn,
But he really wants cotton candy,
--Andy Graham
Bird Dog
In his room,
the bird dog is dressed up in blue jeans,
his white shirt,
and pink shoes.
He is doing his math and his reading,
that he really doesn't like,
I went in and asked him
if he wants to go outside
and play football.
He said he wants to do his homework,
but he really wants to play football.
--Christopher Hopkins
The First Tick
Once a spider named Nug
was having some blood,
After he had lunch,
he was still hungry.
So he chased a flea
but it got into a hole and got away,
The spider went and asked a great magician,
"Can you make me very small?"
The magician said, 11 If I can have two of your legs."
So the spider gave him two legs.
The magician said a short magical spell
and changed the spider,
He thanked the magician
and went his way,
The spider chased a flea
and started eating it.
He stopped and said, "Yuck!''
So he started looking around,
and he was walking along
and tripped
and stuck his head into a mound of flesh.
When he opened his mouth,
a lot of blood rushed in.
He said it tasted good,
-~Christopher Hopkins
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Marion Jr. High

The Recipe for Summer
~ cup of 110 degree scorching hot weather
2 pinches of swimming parties
1 pint of a day at the water slide
2 cups of water balloon fights
~ pint of staying home with the air conditioning
Mix slowly for 5 minutes then put
it in the oven for 25 minutes and
it should last about 3 months.

--Keith Rankins

Stars
In an Olive Garden
There they are up in space,
Staying only in one place.

Upon a slope outside of town,
In an olive garden filled with trees,
In which there stirred
a restless breeze,
For watching not, we fall asleep,
Each of us must bear our share
Of that lone hour we were there.
With the promise of dawn's
morning light.
We were there without a sound,
To hear the chatter of the town.

Floating in the Galaxy, not
much to really see.
Like a human race,
staying in a steady place.
Here I am, on the earth,
sitting on your front porch.
Trying to fly, being free,
saying the stars really mean
a lot to me,

--Tracelia Mae Floyd

The night is cool, the warmth
of the sky is in my heart,
--Chuck Harrell
Driving down the levy,
in a fastback '57 Chevy
With the engine roaring,
roaring like an angry lion
running to a place
to where, I do not know
but just going,
going until I can go no more.
--Don Warwick
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Maynard High School
Wanted
Anybody Anywhere
A member of human nature,
The terrorist group behind all murders, wars,
squabbles, and misunderstandings.
This man is armed and dangerous.
In his pocket is hostility, pride, and anger.
He carries his ultimate weapon, jealousy,
in a holster.
He was last seen Somewhere with a chip on
his shoulder.
Avoid removing it.
The reward for his return •••
Peace.
--Leah Hennings

The Grocery Store

Cow

I was at the bank today
And I heard the banker say
The store next door was robbed
The only clue
I can give
Is a pair of running shoes
and a witness named Bob.

Standing in a pasture,
It doesn't say much
just I am hungry
or I wish it was in the
middle of a corn patch.

The shoes were old and torn
Just like Bob, kinda worn
He said the robber was tall and slim
And even thinks they might
be kin.
Then I discovered
That it was himself
Who robbed the store
And every shelf.
--Kelly Jackson
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It chews its food
twice so that it
can taste it again,
--Lonnie Cline

Miller Jr. High

Mixed Media
In my backyard
there sits a Honda three-wheeler
and on the old oak tree hangs a
barge rope to swing on and also
there's a Ranger speed boat with
300 horse power and an old
bicycle with a flat and broken seat
that's half rusty and faded blue
it just sits there in the corner like
it's died.
--Chris Aebly
Poem To Be Read at 4:00 a.m.
Except for a boy standing at the bank of
the Mississippi River all was quiet and
calm. There the boy stands just thinking
and wondering about the days activity.
Watching the waves the river.
This poem is for the boy
standing all alone.
--David Williams
The Comb's Dream
The comb brushes his teeth
to get ready for bed
Then lays himself down atop
the soft cover of the table.
He dreams of running through
Hair that feels like silk.
His only nightmares are of all
his teeth falling out,
Goodnight!
--Shannon Hill
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Morrilton Intermediate
Deferred Love
Deferred love is like spoiled milk
That has curdled into cottage cheese.
It is like an old dirty sock
Thrown to the back of the closet;
Not like a sock still being worn
To school or to a softball game.
When love is taken away from you,
You feel torn and hurt and you feel
Like crying. A deferred love is like
A cheap gold watch that is now
Silver because it has tarnished,
It is a baby bird locked in
Its egg trying to peck its way through,
--Sheree Hardiman
A poem about my mother
must use words of sophistication
It cannot contain words like:
polyester
rubber ducky
lollypop
But words like:
silk sheets
glittery jewelry
escargot, caviar, and champagne

A poem about traveling
Must use words of daydream
It cannot contain words like
steel, construction, or bulldozer,
but words like
sparrow, feather, dandelion, and
pale yellow balloons.

--Leslie Gordon
--Christy Powell

When we opened him up
When we opened him up we
found: a 38 special, Colt 45, switch blade
and brass knuckles.
At the very bottom we found
a book of poems, a vase of flowers and
a sweetheart letter with a promise
ring inside
--Greg Power
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Murfreesboro Middle School
The Gorilla With the Pipe
The gorilla went to the grocery store,
because he wanted a pipe.
While he did he got some tobacco,
he made sure the leaves were ripe.
He went home and said, "Honey, dear,
I got a pipe today,''
So he got out his tobacco,
and so he could smoke he went away.
When he got back,
he said, "I'll have some fun,"
He went to the track,
And with pipe in mouth, he turned away to run.
When he got back,
he took a shower.
Still with the pipe in mouth,
he stayed in there for an hour.
--Don Martin
Debby
She sits looking out the window,
I don't know if she's daydreaming
or what.
Her "hot pink" shirt demands attention,
her dark hair falls in waves about her ears,
gold earrings flash on her lobes,
she smiles her pretty smile,
and says, "not me!''
-~Jeslynne

Leavins

The Recorder and the Hog

Nature

The recorder said leave hog
you are on my tape recorder
so later the recorder was alone
but the hog refused so the
tape recorder threw a rock
the hog ate the tape recorder
and later the hog died from
the music inside him

I was walking in an open meadow
and the grass was green at one time
then it was like a year went by
because I saw a deer with horns
and coons out it was like it
was winter but I turned around and
there was green grass behind me
and I heard someone talking to me
so I turned around and there was
a director for a studio and he
said get out of the studio.
--Phillip Risner

--Anthony Williams
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Murmil Heights

The Piano
The piano with 50 teeth waits
for you. When you miss
a note it will bite you
and keep eating you
till you're gone.
Then it will play your
song.

A Poem About the Rainbow
When it rains and when it stops
sometime a rainbow is in the
street. The colors of the rainbow
is green, blue, red, and purple.
I saw the rainbow in the street
and I picked it up and put it
on my shirt.

--Michael Davis

--Melissa

The L:Lon

Once there was a lion having tea
in our backyard. He said, "Good
evening . " I just stared. He said,
"Sit down and have a little tea
with me . I just stared.
He gave a scary growl, I screamed
and screeched. All he did was have
another sip of tea. Suddenly, I
woke up. I had fell asleep at lunch.
I knocked my tea in
my dog's drinking bowl and
my cat was purring.
I ran to the window.
I saw a pot of tea and
a cup. Suddenly I heard a faint
roar.
--John McElroy

A Toaster In Florida
I will begin with blue.
We were at Florida and the
sun was like a
toaster on hot, like 103.
When I got in the ocean of
the Atlantic, it was like a
big sink with a plug in it.
I could feel the six ft. waves
come over me like a shower.
--Ron Blevins
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North Crossett Elementary
A Cat
In his stomach is a mouse.
"o-o-o-o-ooh am I full," said the cat.
The mouse chatters, "I hate you!"
"Oh hush up," said the cat.
"He says he wants a mouse,
but he really wants a bird," said
the mouse.
--Danon Black
My third eye can see
Myself doing what I am doing.
I am doing my homework
With a green pencil. I am writing
On wide-ruled paper.
I know when I have an answer wrong,
Because my third eye tells me.
--Cindy Kelley
White Horse Running
I see a white horse running,
running fast.
His mane is floating in the air.
He'll never stop running, because he is wild,
Wild as a puff of smoke.
He is running on Rainbow Island.
He is now changing colors all day.
--Tracy Listar
Tornado
Once there was a fat lady
She was making a chocolate cake
She was using a funnel
The funnel jumped out of her hand
because she was pouring milk in it
The lady started chasing the funnel
The funnel ran into a strong wind
The funnel started turning
Soon it went over an iron track
When a passenger train came by
it picked up the train
The train wes making so much noise
that the whistle got stuck from pulling it too hard
That's how a tornado is made
and its noise
--Diana Jeffers
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Northwest Elementary

Poem
I was fishing
in a lake called
Sir Joyner then
suddenly I caught
a green yellow red
orange pink blue
colored fish it was
swishing on
my green hook
the fish talked
with a mouth full of water
it had yellow tears in his eyes
the fish said please let
me go I looked
at it in astonishment it smelled
you need a bath
you stink I will put you
in a green bath tub with
pink bubbles and I will throw
you back green, yellow,
red. orange, pink, blue fish.

:My Dream Room
I had pink wallpaper,
carpet, ceiling, curtains.
There was a white piano
in the corner.
There was a black suit,
tophat, and cane plus
a white pair of gloves on the
piano.
A red velvet loveseat.
A pink bicycle-built-for-two
and an autographed
picture of Elvis Presley,
--Jim Short

--Sheddra
A Stop Sign
I have a large green stem.
My head is red and white.
Sometimes when people go to a corner
they have to visit me.
--Jenny Bell
I was at my grandfather's pond,
And the edge of the lake
where the weeds were parted.
That was my secret fishing hole,
Something caught my line.
I reeled it in.
It was a huge black and white fish,
It had small ears.
It had a light blue belly.
He made a fog-like sound.
He had four legs like a lizard,
He jumped boat.
His tongue zipped out like smoke,
then out of the water came five more.
--Billy Harrell
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Oak Grove Elementary
Swish
A tree walking.
Two brooms playing chase.
The wind walking a dog,
I am at a place called Stranged
Land.
--.Lisa M. Reed

The Fan
SSSH
Once a fan became
a condor,
i t flew to the
Grand Canyon
he flew above, through,
and over it
One day a hunter
shot all the condors
but one
it flew away away
and away
that's why condors
are extincted.

This is how a unicorn flies
How a trickle of lava flows
down the volcano
How a baby gets a sunburn.
--Teresa Gilbert

HOO-HOO-HOO

--Mark Choloussky

The 440 suns are rising,
An owl-a-copter soars,
At a ballgame it eats the scores,
It climbed Mt. Everest and with the ice,
It had a dinner called Ice-on-.Rice,
topped off with 30
frog-like mice.
--.Amy Willman
The Secret of the Piano
I took my piano apart
I was surprised to see that
little men and women
were whistling when
the keys were pushed.
and little spaghetti
strings were strung by
mermaids.
--Michelle Seaman
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Ole Main High

Time Capsule
Months of phone calls and letters
1:30 Saturday
Waiting in the big chair
Waiting for days
Writing it in my diary
Telling everyone--everyday
11:46
Hearing a car drive up
Running to the door
It's her:
She's tall, skinny
She smells good
Jewelry rustling, clanking
We talk
Play "Sorry"
Drink chocolate milk
Too soon, it's Sunday
Goodbye kisses
Goodbye tears
Mom drives away again
I watch, waving from the porch
More months of phone calls and letters.

Two Days at West Point
The long, gray line
Cadets in formation
Precision
Haircut inspection
What hair?
George, my guide with the broken leg
A plebe getting chewed out
Cadet Chapel
Cannon on the Hudson River
Statue of General Patton
Statue of General MacArthur
"Duty, Honor, Country"
The honor system
The long, gray line.
--BW Avants

--Share Jones

For my enemies:
I wish they would trip over their feet
In front of the entire student body
I wish they'd go away to an island somewhere
I wish they would be my friends.
--Lajuana Lovelace

Time to go see Buddy,
My favorite Uncle.
"Hi, Todd, pull up a chair."
I drink a 7-Up and watch
The kittens play on the floor
The dogs scratch at the door
I see the horses spook and run
I see the chickens scratch
in the yard.
Go to Buddy's clinic
Operate on a dog,
Help him scrub the wound clean
See the dog wake up
Feeling better
Fantasize about becoming a vet
Buddy loves animals-Someday I will, too.
--J. Todd Gravett
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Ozark High School

Babies
Bridge
Able to be angry
Eager in the evening
Eyes of icy blue
Slow to go
New to the blue world

Able to cross the bay
Eager to eager the water
Iciness in the eye-sore
Glow in the old fog
Blue in the new moon

--Deborah Hurst
--Barry Law

Rain
Paper

answers come at any minute
upon the musty
drops. they fall
with integrity into the
emotions of everyone

Able to blow away
With weight equal to a need
Enables a place to inscribe a name
read over it slowly
you can write on it too.

--Jennifer Long

--Cheri West

Hunting Deer
Drag the deer through the woods,
If it 1s a big buck,
Find the fresh hoofprints in the dirt,
Look for a large scrape on a tree,
Point the way to your prey.
--Bruce Lowrey
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Parker's Chapel Elementary
Beautiful Eunice swims in
Her dirty pond of happiness.
The fish kiss Eunice's legs.
The ducks quack at Eunice's colorful swimsuit.
Plants in the pond tickle
Eunice's feet.
Waves in the pond make Eunice happy.
Eunice becomes unhappy when it's
Time to get out of the pond.
--Trey Cameron
The Boy That Went Wacko
Brainless Ronald has a brain of stupidity.
The brain had peanuts inside,
Because the brain went nuts.
When Ronald put it in, he went Wacko.
While he was Wacko, he ate raw meat.
Then Ronald tried to eat bricks.
The next day, brainless Ronald
Had no teeth.
--David Nesbitt
Irresistable Eric
Statue of Liberty
Irresistable Eric fights
The boys of meanness.
They are dirty and ragged.
They tease him all the time.
They call him "Baby-face"
"Shorty," and they trip him.
That's what gets him mad.
--Christy Ainsworth

Tap Dancing Bear

We once went to
The Statue of Liberty.
Her base was a great big star.
Her copper was green as olives.
Her feet were bare
Because she had no shoes to wear.
She wore a robe.
She had a book in her left hand.
Her eyes were glass.
Her crown had great green spikes.
And last of all, her torch
With its ever-lasting light
Touched the sky.
--Mark hershberger

The bear in my mind is tap
Dancing, wearing a pink
Miniskirt. She's dancing
On a stage in New York,
So she can be a rich sales clerk.
--Ken Roberson
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Parker's Chapel High School

Zachary being blinded
by his love and trusting
in everyone believed her story.
Tiff knew how he felt but
she couldn't hurt him, not
now, not ever. Zack went
into the garden with Tiffany close
behind. They walked through the
high yucca bushes that slowly
blended into the rose garden.
Zack reached down in the softest
way she had ever seen and
picked a rose as red as blood
and the way he did it was
amazing, the whole scene was as if it was
in slow motion and it
was almost like floating in
the clouds watching his
tender movements. As she
watched she wondered if
she could ever be touched
that gentle. If she would
be the object of his attention
again. She thought not. She
did love him. Not in the
way husband and wife should,
but she respected his way
of doing things, his tender
soul, she knew he hid.
Just when she had
convinced herself that
he hated her, he stood
up, as graceful as a flower
blooming, and handed her
the rose.
--Robin Sweet
A man rides down the
Avenue not knowing where he is going
So he sticks his hand out to feel the
road as he is driving the
car. He comes to a stop light and
gets out of the car and feels the light
to know if it has turned green. He
begins to feel his way back down the Avenue
All of a sudden his hand falls off on
the street. Knowing he can't feel anymore,
the man gets out of the car and sniffs
his way, crawling down the street, the
road.
--Howard Buggs
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Only in El Dorado could
you be threatened by
someone (girl) because
you've gone out with her
boyfriend. Anyway she
tells you to meet her
somewhere (The Arcade) You
show up with her boyfriend
and she shows up with
yours. Instead of the two
of us fighting the Guys
fight and the two of us
leave in my car and
become good friends.
--Sandra Pickering

Parson Hills Elementary
How to Draw a Person
You take the magic feather
of an eagle and draw the
magic skeleton. Then you open the
rib cage and you hide behind a table.
Wait for a ghostly spirit to come.
Then close the cage and throw
a padlock on it. And then, paint a
silky cover of skin and hair.
--Michael Lemley
Tuning Engines
Snow is blinding the ground,
The white sheep-goat is making a boldly sound.
I am tuning and cleaning carberators.
I have screwdrivers and bolys on garbage trucks.
Mr. Cooley beat your drums!
I have four by fives and huge cymbals beating.
The wind is cutting the trees like knives.
I am tuning engines on a long Sunday.
--Lorin Aelans
Things That Go Bump
The first man said:
Fear what's in the dark.
Like dogs and cats and fishing rods.
The second man said:
Fear fire, torches, matches, stoves
and other things that glow,
The third man said:
Fear ghosts and goblins, ghouls
and tools,
The fourth man said:
Hope for rainydays, cold hamburgers.
--James Rancel Villines
A Worm
One evening I was hiding behind the rake,
I saw a worm shadow.
He vanished into the sunlight,
And I cried for him to come back.
He never did. I went home
As sad as blue,
--Wendy Thompson
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Pocahontas High School
To be a poet, no school is required,
no instruction is needed.
Observe an hour through a horn, not
from the front, but from the back,
and hope that it blows
without any breath.
To be a poet become a book. Read in
the eyes of a reader what he reads in you.
Become a glass of water, and taste
in them what they taste in you.
To be a poet, get a pencil and paper
and become anything you want,
Then write down what you are.
--John Looney
Ten Years From Now
Ten years from now, I will
sleep on Black River Bridge,
hunting in the shakey bog,
living in a 2 room shack
with a goat and talking to
teenagers on the telephone.
I will catch cubby bears
with an old icebox and some peas.
I will drive around town
in an old blue truck. But
for now I am in an English class
writing this poem.
--Antone Blansett
To Become a Poet
Grasp the mirror,
Stare into the eyes
Themselves a mirror
Be not content with
what you see,
Step into the mirror
Become a reflection-the reflection of trees in the pond,
a smile in the sunglasses,
the car in the rearview,
Know all these things
Taste them and squeeze the life out.
Assume their form, swallow them up.
--Brigette Robinett
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Pocahont as Middle School
Gum
I en joy being gum.
I like to stretch along,
And all of the different
Sizes and shapes I can be.
And all of the different
Places I can be :
On people ' s feet, and
Under the table.

Troy the Dolphin
Ten years from now,
He will be working in a ditch,
Singing, "Flipper the King of the Sea"
Twenty years from now he'll be
In a cave thinking of being a dolphin.
For now, he is sucking his thumb
In the locker-room.

--Sean King
--Eric Bass
How to Become a Poet

File 13

Stick your finger in your ear
And pull out all your thoughts:
The whales, trees, rivers, worlds.
Take them all in your hands,
Knead them into something beautiful,
Put them into words, cram the
Universe into an atom.
Take it with your eyes, Poet.

When File 13
Gets ready to dream,
He settles down with a heartRending scream of tears and rips,
Commas and blips,
A stark white face, and
A stomach that flips
--Darl Cain

--Darl Cain
A Star's Dream
Buzzing
A star dreams of reaching earth
And making its impression there.

Buzz comes from
Bees maybe,
But it might come
From Buzzards.

--Carnelia Anderson

--Terri Scott
Sunshine
Long ago, forty-five elves
With 1000 watt light bulbs
Got in a circle in the sky
Around a dead star and turned
On the electricity, and that's how
We got sunshine.
--Kathi Kirkpatrick
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Pottsville High School
My Shadows

Something surrealistic slowly whispered past me

An echo, lost forever like the ebbing of the sea
Dark, muted dreams dance, laughing in the dusk
As faint remainders of their passing slowly

Center in autumn dust.
Sometime before sunset they creep
across the lawn
Waking from justified dreamless sleep
They slowly start to yawn and point with shapeless
fingers at mere mortals such as we.
They laugh the lethal laughter of dust
and head again to sea.
--Feliccia Race
Landscape
The sunset glowing in the background
looks like water colors on canvas
that have not yet dried
on the easel.
The colors carefully blend into one
another as though they were melting
from the sun
and into a colorful liquid
on a hot summer's day.
Only to disappear into the evening and turn
into the vast darkness of the night.
--Marianna Duryer
Roses
Roses can be red or cream.
Fragile as fairies' wings.
Loving care is what these Ladies need.
Potent perfumes promising heaven.
Swaying like clouds in the sky.
--Ada E. Harris
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Ramay Junior High

If puppies were rubber balls
If puppies were rubber balls we
would have to put a newspaper on
the floor before we played ball.
Let the ball out every once in a
while.
Take the ball on walks each morning
and night.
Get the ball rabies shots.
Every time you bounced the ball it
would yelp.
Teach your ball not to beg.
Feed your ball twice a day.
Teach your ball to lay down and
roll over.
Give your ball a bath once a
month.
Clean your ball's waste up off the
floor.
Let your ball wear a collar and
a rabies tag.
Trim your ball's toenails.
Wash your ball's pillow every
week.
That's what would happen.

If Anchovies were Cigars
It would be hard to light
an anchovie
There would be cigars on pizzas
could you just see anchovies on
a cigar case or when you
are going to be shot and
they give you a blindfold and
then they give you an anchovie
to smoke.
--Bryan Osburn

--Rachel Wilson
Jealousy
10 green crayons
1 younger sister (sub 1 not too good friend)
1 boyfriend (yours)
1 hot fire place
Melt crayons, then take boyfriend
and show to your sister or friend.
She will immediately get envious, For
permanent envy frost sister or friend
with melted crayons (cooled) and you
have a permanent envious sister to
show off to all your friends.
(note: Will make a nice mantlepiece but do not eat.)
--Melodie Robertson
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Richland Elementary
Butterfly
The air is like a butterfly
With frail blue wings.
The happy earth looks at the sky
And sings.
--Carlus Perry
The Swamp Preacher
It's strange that a Preacher preaches in a swamp, but
it's a living for him, Every night he gets up and preaches
to alligators, frogs, and turtles. But one night when
the Preacher got up to preach to the animals, the
frog took over and started to preach words that he
had never heard, He said words like god bliss, going
to heaven. But, when the preacher said, "What are
you doing?" He said I'm preaching because it's a
living.
--Johnny Hill
The Ventriloquist
Up on a quiet stage there is a man with a
smaller image
The seats in front of the stage were empty
as the ventriloquist practiced on the show
he would perform
He had a twinkle in his eyes and a big
smile on his face as the seats were being
occupied
The ventriloquist made his puppet talk and
come to life
--Gary Dorsey
Super Frock
Super Frock lived in a bug world
A matter of fact Frock was a bug
He rode a frog with whiskers
The frog spread his wings and
left the bug world through a dirt door
The other bugs wept.
--Gary Dorsey
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Rivercrest High School
The Way You Feel
The first thing you do is go into yourself
and feel what's going on around you.
Second, feel expressions that the world has
before you.
The world may not feel them, but your heart is
the one that disagrees with them,
--Donna Hollaway
I Found Out Where He Was
I found out where he was
from Arsonal Allen who was spending
time for arsonal. He told me that he
was in Nicaragua. When I got there the
lawn was covered with beer bottles and
paper. He had an electric fence around
his lawn and house. To touch it was like
a thousand bees stinging you on the inside.
The house had the musty smell of a pig sty.
When I got inside, it was like the local dump.
The walls of the supposedly living room were
covered by tobacco spit stains. The
kitchen had dirt and grease dripping
off of everything. It was like
someone had showered the place
with a grease gun. He was
nowhere in sight.
He had slipped past me again.
--James McGuire
My Ex-Best Friend
I meant to write you but I didn't
have time,
instead I drank a cup of tomato soup
and burned my tongue .
I meant to write you but I didn't
have time,
I had to read the dictionary to
expand my vocabulary and then I
fell asleep.
I meant to write you but I didn't
have time,
I had to find a new way to roll my hair
for the party next week.
But today after school I will definitely
write you--r hope.
--Carol Barton
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Root Elementary
Today is white with snow. I look down
to see a frozen snowflake on my nose,
a cold butterfly's wing. It's all
white like a piece of frosted
glass covering the whole earth.
--Julie Havens
My desk comes alive
in the night it wanders
throughout the school it's
friends with the water
fountain he gets my desk
all wet and my desk
becomes a wild animal.

A cat in a kimono dancing in
the grass, The weather is sun.
I watch from the top of a tree.
The cat sees me laughing.

--Matt

-Erin Russell

Today is Pluto, no light reaches
with the sun fingers .
The rabbit is creeping up in the
white snow.
--Todd Longworth

How To Paint a Perfect Valentine
You take a snowball and
dip it in love put it everywhere
and listen to the violins play with
the stars. You hum a pretty tune
You put it away for another
year.
--Lloyd Reeves
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Smackover High School
Pittbull 1 s Revenge
I dreamed of my pittbull, it had grown
to be 8-feet tall,
I dreamed he had jaws as powerful as
a crane.
I dreamed he had tusks as long as a
wild hog.
I dreamed he jumped on the house and
crushed it into sawdust.
I dreamed he picked me up and ate
me, arms, legs, and then the rest,
When he was finished eating me
he returned to his normal size, for his job
was done .
--Derrick D. Goodwin

Big against Little
Look at the skyscraper
above you as you walk a
city street. Think of the
men building it way above
your head. As you examine
the windows in this building
think of all the sounds
behind the windows, up on
the seventeenth floor there is
a typewriter typing out a
list of duties for someone
to do. On the second floor
there are two women arguing
about a dress that one of
them wore that day, Can
one imagine oneself up on the
top floor of this building looking
down at where they were
standing before entering this
building, and feeling much
bigger after entering the
building than before.
--Wendy Andrews

What's gotten into me
A mad man
Why not a business man?
How about a city
I'm a huge place
With lights, cars, and streets
Why not be a brain
With tunnels running
here and there
like run-away trains
What's gotten into me
I'm a deer running
for all my life
The sky it's coming down
It's black and heavy
It feels like the weight of the
world.
--Dyun Long
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Smith Elementary
Cleaning Stalls
Cleaning out stalls is not fun
Flies flying here and there
Bothering you more than you can stand
Going fast to get done
But being careful not to get smelly
Scooping it up carrying it to the wheelbarrow
Hauling it out to dump
Finally I'm done cleaning the horses' stalls
--Steven Jones
Talking Too Much
Mom says I talk too much
I try not to talk too much
but there's so much to talk about:
like how long it took to pull my tooth
and how hard it is to tell the truth
how I blacked my brother's eye
and made him cry
what happened to me on Dad's truck
And why I have all the luck.
I don't think I talk too much.
Do you?
--Lena Byers
The Headache
When the horse kicked
me in the head the cut was sizzling.
I toppled and tumbled,
The horse was chuckling his head
off. When I got out of the hospital
man what a headache
my hands were trembling more like
ice when I went to the
horse to mount again the horse
had a big grin
--Jerry Guy
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Southwest Jr. High

If I were a River
If I were a river, I would
flow down my path and
over the rough rapids, carrying
fish for people to catch, and
I would flow into the mighty
ocean or sea, and then
there would be the end of me, •.
Jeanene Stevens
Sharks
The old sharks roll through the ocean.
Their spiky eyes glare at the night.
They swim in the green sea weed.
They're happy and gay on the day
The cut shark moved through the blue ocean.
--Ashley Phillips
Platypus
They smell the rolling river flow
with their weird noses.
They eat seaweed when they are hungry
They are shy when they rise in the
high tide
They use their bills to chew their
food
--Frances Reed
Lions
They ran faster and faster.
Their legs never rest at night.
A mob of lions chew food
The sun rubs their bulging necks,
The skitterish lions bicker and kick.
--Jerry Edens
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Stamps High School
How You Know You're in Stamps

As you enter Stamps, there is a little
green sign that reads Stamps pop. 2876,
You see the many rows of Chevrolets,
Impalas, Corvettes, Chevettes at Mr,
Hudson's dealership.
As you continue on Hwy 82
you can see a few churches,
stores, and even Mr. Nicolas' Sack-NSave. While you continue your journey
through Stamps, you can see my
friend Richard Jones putting groceries
in a customer's car at Piggly Wiggly
You might even see Steven Roberts
working at Jimmy's Drive-In.
As you go past our Buzz-Buy
you can also pass a sign that says
You Are Now Leaving Stamps: Drive
Safely Please. It is the only town in
the United States named Stamps,
it is my home.
--Mike Cockrell
Passing Through Stamps
is like wandering through a
mile-long horse stable. The
scents of burning leaves and
cooking restaurant spices. The trees
are tall and bare as a wet baseball. You'll see Mr. Henry
jogging energetically around Keith
Field and A.O. Smith's antique car
which looks like a 1983 get-outand-push.
--Teresa Barber
Would You Like Someone Staring at You All Day?
In the morning, people stare at me
I want to ask them what they see
I hear them stammering
to theirselves
I am slender as a board like shelves
I am as flat as a pancake plate
I cannot see past my border
Can you guess what I am?
--Lynette Grimmett
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Strong Middle School
My mother had a blue pen
Using it to mark notes on the piano
She put the pen down
In the piano case to
Catch the melody of music,
--Angela Davis
Roaring.
Over the
Clean clear clouds.
Keeping
Eyes straight
Towards the vigorous space.
--Sandr a Holland
Just got in the jungle.
Use that stick just if you see something.
Now go in that cave and see what's in there,
Get the net and catch that fish.
Look at the eyes of the fish. They look like jelly.
Every fish likes to live in the stream of the jungle.
--Debin Ashburn
Shoes are like scary movies
Haunting your feet.
On your mind every single minute
Eerie thoughts on your feet.
--Lisa Hooks
My ears are so delighted.
Used by this sound.
Soft and calm music that
Is heard by my brown ears: on a
Cool breezy day.
--Jerrold Culp
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Thornton Elementary
An apple is like a redbird,
A duck is like a pearl.
A fool is like a vegetable.
An Old Car of Sadness

--Stacey Chambers

There once was a car
That had spikes on its tires,
And the muffler had a hole in it.
The lights were broken.
It didn't run anymore,
and it had no seats in it.

I dreamed that I was a bird
Who could fly to the top of the world,
I landed on a branch that fell
To the ground. I broke my wing
And started to sing in a song
That I dreamed I was a girl.

--Terrence Byrd
--Cindy Smith
The War
I saw a wizard on the top of magic steps. He has white moons,
suns, and stars on his suit. A blackbelt with magic powder
on it. Below him is a catapult, inside it is a ball of fire blazing
out. A Dwarf is operating it. The wizard is shooting
magic balls from one hand, a wand's shooting magic
dust in the other. There is a monster with a knife on it
with a sword on his side and has thrown a spear and a fighter
with an axe on his side, a two axe stick. They're fighting a dragon.
--Randall Earnest
The Imaginary Bird
My bird with its tail
made of mud. My bird with
its magic eyes made of keys.
My bird with its feet made of
glue. My bird with its wings
made of crayolas.

My Dream
I dreamed that I
fell into a pond with big
snakes in it and one of the biggest
snakes grabbed me by my neck
and choked me. I got loose and
swam to the mucky bank and
when I got up I fell back in.

it leads me to the store.
it leads me to the jungle.
it leads me to my home.
--Bridget Ann Beckman

--Ardis Barrett
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Trumann Elementary
Wishes
I wish I were a knight.
I'd live in a castle of money
gold and diamonds. I would
have a power sword. For
breakfast I would eat power
eggs. I would play checkers
with the king.
--Anthony Morphis
No one has seen the things
I have seen in night.
Good sweet young boys
Helping old women across the red road
Though I have seen a blue creature pass by.
--Heather Eaves
Morning starts when the first light comes out,
On top of the blue roof is a red rooster
Roaring to wake everyone up.
Not a single person is lying in his bed.
In the bright yellow shiny light.
Not only was the rooster on the roof. But a
Goat with red curls in his orange hair.
--Thuy Nguyen

Something honey
Kicking bones
Eating no thing
Laughing wildly
Earning nothing
Turning over
On his back
Not a sound

Needle and Thread
I have one eye and a long
tail. The more I go through
the shorter my tail gets.
--Sahara Heara

--Joseph Kain
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Tyson Elementary
Recipe for Horror Soup
Stir fry 10 mice
smash 7 witches' broomsticks
add till sugary
add 1 cup green slimy moss
boil until it smells like rotten eggs
put in 20 bloodshot eyeballs
stir in hair from 1 bagbeast
add 3 spooky mysteries
creamate 14 pigtails
stir until thick
let sit in graveyard 1 week
serve with batsblood
and mashed bones with saliva
note: 3 skeleton heads on tables
make dinner more fancy

A

Cha~r

That Had a Back Attack

I was sitting in a chair,
when it sat on me back.
The chair said he had a
back attack.
So I put the chair up.
--Peter Haynes

--Chad Myers
Animals
The Strange People
A pig made out of tissue
A rat made out of clouds
A dog made out of rocks
A fish made out of salt
A skunk made out of perfume
A dinosaur made of light bulbs
The bears are taking over the world

Melanie was an elephant
Charging over everything in her way,
Jimmy is a puppy
Always with mischief
Jason is a cat
Clawing Jimmy every day
--Marie Elaine Roach

--Jason Frohnappel

Recipe for Horror Soup
In my Horror soup
I pour
oosum groosum green green gook
drop in a pinch of
hairy toes
then add a little
toad's tongue too
Heat it for an hour
and wait for it to say
I'm done you ugly ogre

A Dog and Me
I
I
I
I

am a Dog.
chase planes,
run on clouds.
cannot jump down.
--Jimmy L. Haile

--Heather Russell
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J.F. Wahl Elementary

I always draw pictures of the sunny weather
with blue clouds and fork-shaped showers. I give them
away to my mother. Yellow as the yellow shirt
I have. Beautiful black birds black as the rainy
clouds,
--Ollie Jefferson
I always draw pictures of gymnastics
doing round-off twist my waist tuck it
feels like you throwing something up
back hand spring feels like I'm
Luke Sky Walker.
--Dwayne Wright

The TV That Could Walk
Once a pony time our TV came
alive it started to walking walking
right up to me and bit my apple
took my sandwich ate it up. and
then I started yelling give my apple
back. and then the TV said no I'm
hungry too. and grabbed my pop and
said, I'm full now and throwd
me out of my seat and sat down
and went to sleep.
--Jacqueline Robinson
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Washington Elementary
I am a rock, I am a Special
rock. Nobody steps on me because
I am underground. But when
people step on the surface above
me, they squish me.
I am pretty small, So when
bugs like worms look at me
I get scared because I am
so small. I am very dirty.
Sometimes people kick me out
of the ground, and I roll into
the creek. And I get all the
dirt washed off of me. But then
I can't get out until somebody
kicks me out.
The best thing about being
a rock is that I can go
everywhere people throw me or
kick.
--Jami Pease
I am a Sun
I am very hot!
I see stars,
I am very bright
I am very big!
I can give things
light and heat
I give things life.
I can melt the
snow.
I can make
summer.
The best thing
about being a sun is
bringing things to life.

I am a Sock
· I live on Caleb's foot,
I see skin,
I smell an old smelly boot
I hear sand crunching
At night I go to the dirty laundry
and talk to my friend, the shirt.
--Ms. Nordan's 1st grade class

--Zack Bramhall

I Saw It With My Hands
It is smooth like an apple
Big as a midget baby
Light as a rock
It feels brown
It is as big as a spoon
--Ms. Seaton's 1st grade class
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Watson School/El Dorado
The Unbelievable Fish
I was fishing
one hot summer day
I was fishing on a creek
about four miles in
the African Jungle
I was four feet away
from the bank when
all of a sudden my ugly stick
rod bent and twisted five
different ways; I was
using a Polly Rebel Topwater
bait. It was green and
blue bait. There I was
fighting what felt like a
hundred pound fish.
I was pulling and tugging
this monster in towards
me. Then one great moment
I pulled him out of the water
but there was nothing there.
I was amazed but
I kept fighting until
it was dark. Finally
I got it out of the water for good.
I heard a faint voice say
I am lobbacobba. We have never
been seen before so we lost our looks.
I am the biggest of the lobbacobbas.
I will grant you a wish if you let
me go and promise not to fish here,
OK I said I want to be
Arnold Swartzanagar.
There I was with Arnold Swartzanagar's
face and with Howie's body.
--Howard Doolin
Glittering in the sun
Overlooking the edge of the black kettle
Lights the sky like a small sun
Dancing in the night
--James Metzelaars
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Watson Elementary/Huntsville
Every day it soars through the
Air, its
Great wings holding it there.
Lofty, it dives and catches us all to
Eat.
--Bobby Wilson
Spring is a warm, mountain flower storm.
Peaches and fruit are ripe, rivers
Run down the hill, snow melts
Ice becomes water, Spring is
New. We have everything to
Gain.
--Brent K.
Before the creature comes to prey,
Even before it sniffs the
Air:
Roaring, it eats raspberries on the bush.
--Clarissa Jackson
Creeping through the night,
All throughout the darkness
To the daylight.
--Michael Allen Duplanti
Digging in a garden
Of cabbages and squash,
Gobbling down its food,
--Jason La Chance
Out it goes
With great, great force.
Let it fly and fly.
--Coney
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West Fork High School

The Snakes
My friend and I slithered to the
Record Shop
There we met our other friend
coiled on the phonograph
Going round and round and
hissing.
We slid up on a Bocephus album and
struck at a long-haired hippie, with
our fangs flashing.
The manager threw us out!!
We're Back! !
coiled on the phonograph
Going round and round and
hissing.

Nightclub
He was standing in the corner
with smoke and the smell of
liquor all around and wishing
he had a girl to dance with

--Leah Bemrose

The gorgeous girl walked up and
said, "Hey don't I know you" and
he says "No I'm just one of
those familiar looking men."
--Kimberly Cruikshank

The Mirror
Early Morning

I looked in the mirror and
What did I see?
The distant me.
People say you improve with age,
but the mirror doesn't think so.
It made me look like the kitchen
sink.
Someday, maybe, when I do grow
old the mirror will make me look
young again, like the flower
in the kitchen window.

An enormous truck
Rumbling down an alley
Awakening the sleepy
Snowy Day
A little rabbit
Lying underneath a bush
Warming up the snow.

--Sheila Miller

--Mark Golab
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West Helena Central

Cherry Street
It was the center of town
with all the stores.
The street car traveled
down the median
and the horses on the flank.
On the north boundary
The Doughboy
and on the south,
Nick's Cafe.
Now
the
and
The
and
The
and

Roach Approach
Have you ever seen a roach
Approach another roach and
Heard them greet each other
By saying "Hey man, let's
Go down to the Roach Motel
And have a swig of beer
In the bar"?

the street's died down-buildings have changed
many stores have closed.
street car ceased,
the mustangs have motors.
Doughboy still stands,
the cafe's changed its name.

Have you ever seen a roach
Approach another roach and
Heard them contemplate how
They are to get the cornbread
Crumbs from Grandma Ethel's
Plate to the starving
Roach babies at home?

One thing that still remains
is the cycle of youth
on Friday and Saturday night
as they make the drag-around the old Doughboy,
to the new-named cafe,
and back.

--Serlicia Adams

--Tracie Early

Distressed Writer
The pencil flows across the paper,
The paper fills
As my thoughts seem to pour from my mind.
My pencil stops. Then
Suddenly I continue,
My fingers tripping
over one another in their haste,
I stop again.
The tension leaves,
Now my pencil glides on
Until my brain is empty of thoughts.
--Pamela Reed
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West Memphis High School
Anxiety
On the lonely highway to Memphis,
I was driving too fast,
When I saw in the mirror,
Blue lights.
My stomach sank to my knees,
My heart rose to my throat,
And that familiar feeling rolled over me,
Anxiety.
On the eighteenth green, the pressure was building.
I knew the ball must fall into the hole.
As I surveyed the shot on the carpet of green,
The feeling returned.
My pounding heart caused
Beads of sweat to form on my face.
As I stroked the club through the ball,
The feeling left me weak.
But as the ball dropped home,
I began to shake with more
Anxiety,
As I sit and wonder what causes
This mysterious feeling
That ebbs and flows like the waves
Against an expanse of white,
I ponder the thought of what life would be like
\Uthout the rewarding feeling that
Follows an attack of
Anxiety.
--Wade Walker
West of the Island
Around and around goes the clock,
as the people from all parts flock
to see the great sight, "the mud" piled
high to reach the sky. And all around
the scent of perfection, that keeps the
tumblers rolling. The natives of the
island watch in great speculation to
see the life it brings. This proves far
reaching and great for the natives, for
they put their growing faith in a towering
island of mud and all people know throughout
the land that mud only brings dry dirt, which
is the start of all things.
--Jay Roberts
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Westwood Elementary

Seashell
My seashell looks like a turkey.
It washed up on the shore
when the big waves came
then went away.
It lay on the sand wet
then dry.
I picked it up.
It was smooth
not bumpy.
I took it home and
put in the collection
in my window.

The Three Tasks
I am a trool . I can tell you
a story of the three deadly
tasks. I was walking in a cave
the first day of May.
The 1st task was a swamp
creature. The 2nd was ghosts
wanting my gold. The 3rd
was a dragon, that I
had to kill to get the
giant power ring.

~~Mrs.

Hildreth's
1st grade class

Cobra Snake
-~Jonathon

Murray

am made of skin and bones
and I dance
and crawl into the sky
and meet the planet Pluto
He says brrr, it's cold here
so he jumped down to earth and
someone stepped on him and he bit
them
and swallowed a man.
I

~-Mrs.

Rainey's
2nd grade class
Fear
Thunder and lightning at nighttime
Big black birds~-BATS--coming to get me
in my house,

Great White Shark
I had a pet which was a great
white shark. One day something unusual
happened, I took him out of his aquarium
and took him to the sea and said,
"Go on." He didn't know what I said.
He thought I said, eat me, ~~d he ate
me. And he spit me out,
--Scott Jerry
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--Ashley Beebe

c.v.

White High School

The Lonesome Restaurant
It
It
It
It
It

looks like the ending of a celebration,
smells like the trickling of tears.
feels like the emotion joyful is lost,
sounds like the sniffling of a disturbed person.
tastes like the Lonesome Restaurant.
--Timothy Brown

Wanted Dead or Alive
This man always wears a diamond
ring in his top lip. He wears a pair
of dark brown pants with a light purple
shirt. And he wears a pair of brown
cut out shoes and a pokey dot tie.
And also he carries a knife, spoon, fork
and plate, He is wanted for robbery
of a bank in New York City.
--Dinella Montague
The Yellow Animals
There were two yellow animals in my front yard.
They were eating my green lawn.
I was surprised to see such yellow animals.
Their eyes were like a blue ocean.
Their teeth were white as ivory.
Their fur was like Japanese silk.
--Jimmy Taylor
Loneliness for a Snake
I'm as if I own the world.
I travel from place to place frightening peace away.
Peace is no satisfaction to me. I'm heartless cruel
and cold, Maybe just maybe that's why no one befriends
me, instead they flee.
Yet when winter comes I own the world no more,
I'm a snake all alone.
--Connie Barnes
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Woodland Jr, High
The Women in the White House
The women in the white house are running for President
Lucy comes from Iowa
Sally comes from Arkansas
Lucy has won the caucuses in Iowa by a landslide
Sally is struggling to be in contention
Lucy was elected President
She will now attempt to please the people
Some of the promises she made were to
Drop the unemployment rate
She will try to help foreign relations in many ways
The President in her spare time
Plays golf
--Kevin Gardenshire

The Truck
When the truck drives by
the people see a man with
dark hair and a beard
wearing a green jacket,
faded jeans, & carrying
a guitar case.
Who knows what's in it?
Then the truck pulls over
on the shoulder
of the interstate.
He runs toward it
with his arm in the air & the
wind blowing in the wind
like the truck was his home
after a long journey.

Like cartoon characters,
two uncles & an aunt meet,
to play music.
A spark of conversation
proceeds into a roaring
fire of ideas.
When the flame dies,
the music is born.
Magic fingers tickle the
instruments and harmony
pours over the room, like
honey over bread.
Stars shine, and
smiles sparkle.
--Laurie Emert

Stacy Harris
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Yocum Elementary
If You Will Come With Me
If you will
I will show
I will show
I will show
I will show
If you will
I will show
I will show
I will show
I will show
If you will
I will show
If you will
We will eat

come with me
you a bluebird without a nest.
you a snake that can whistle.
you an ear that can bite.
you a clock on a trashcan.
come with me
you a chair that can talk.
you a mop an a swing.
you a shirt that can walk.
you a spider that can write.
come with me
you a ball that can eat a bat.
come with me
blackbirds .
--James Morris

The fuzzy white rabbit in my mind
Smells like red roses, and
He can jump high in the sky.
He says he wants a carrot,
But he really wants to fly .

The white tiger in my mind
Is running through a jungle
As fast as its tiny legs will go,
But he really wants a buffalo.
--Danny Barnes

--Toby Waller
Last Night

Where Hair Came From

I will begin with the red
Of the Jello we ate last night.
We were at the table eating jello
For dessert after supper.
Dad said, Estlene you need to
Wash the dishes, then go to bed.
I will end with blue,
The blanket on my bed.

Once upon a time, this
Man was bald. He didn't have any hair.
He thought that if he put grass
On his head that it would grow,
So he did, and it grew.
--Natoshia McDiaimid

--Estlene Golden
I will begin with the ocean.
The ocean is blue, and
the waves are rumbling around.
As far as I can see is water.
The white sand has little rocks in it,
And the air smells like salt water.
--Marla Pratt

The Jellyfish is Jellyfish.
He could not be brave.
If he tried he shaked,
He shivered and he quaked,
From the first moment that he wakes
Until he's tucked up tight in bed
With seaweed sheets
Around his head.
--Steven Meeks
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